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  Description

  We are unable to offer next working day delivery to Northern Ireland, but the standard delivery is available. The second test I did was the “cold liquid” test. I filled the bottle up with mostly ice and a bit of water until there were no gaps. Sealed the lid, then sat it in the middle of some New Mexico sand from 10 a.m. to about 2 p.m. the following day — a 16 hour test. When I opened the Rambler 36 the ice was all still ice and that water was still… very cold water. Just as I had left it. We’re dedicated to making some of the most durable products on the planet. But sometimes the unexpected happens. So if there’s an issue with your YETI product, we provide the below warranty.
All of our products are labeled or marked with their country of origin. Some of our Tundra coolers and all of our LoadOuts are manufactured in the U.S. and are designated as such. WHAT IS PROPOSITION 65 AND HOW DOES IT RELATE TO YETI? I was pretty disappointed that this didn’t insulate my hot drink for over 18 hours. A lot of times when I camp, I like to get hot water ready at night to have in the mornings, because I am lazy and because hot water the second you wake up is the best. For those who like an extra large (and in charge) drinking device, this bottle is ideal: a nice wide mouth, claims of being basically indestructible, a heavy design so it won’t roll away in the wind, and 36 ounces of empty space. I really put this bottle to the test and feel confident in all the claims YETI has made based on the abuse I put this Rambler through. YETI Tundra® | YETI Roadie® | YETI TANK®| YETI ICE™ | YETI Rambler® | YETI LoadOut™ | YETI Boomer™ Dog BowlWhile the insulation is not the absolute best around, it will keep hot liquids piping or 8-10 hours, and cold liquid icy for nearly 16 hours. We will make every effort to replace limited edition or discontinued products but cannot guarantee their availability for replacement. Any limited edition or discontinued product still under its applicable warranty that cannot be replaced with an identical product will be replaced with the equivalent model based on availability. Read the full YETI Rambler 36 review, and all about my rigorous testing, below. YETI Rambler 36 Specifications We tested the Rambler 36 Bottle in the stainless steel color. YETI also offers a number of colors with brushed powder coating, which is more prone to scratches. The YETI Rambler 36 is an extra large, rugged insulated bottle meant for those who like to throw stuff around. The screw-in lid has an extra-wide grip for easy carry, the bottle itself is nearly unbreakable, and it holds 36 ounces of liquid, more than other bottles in this class.
This change of mind return policy is in addition to, and does not affect your rights under the Australian Consumer Law including any rights you may have in respect of faulty items. And I don’t think this bottle is really able to do that. If I had tested more in the 12 hour range the liquid may have been hot, but with my test, it just didn’t turn out as beautifully as I had imagined. All in all, that’s a pretty big task that most bottles cannot perform. So I’m not that mad. YETI is a brand known for building burly, superb insulated gear. I was given the task of reviewing and putting to the test their Rambler 36 oz Bottle, which was exciting for me…I love putting burly gear through its paces. Constructed of 18/8 food-grade stainless steel, YETI declares the Rambler 36 to be dent and condensation resistant, even with a powder coat finish. It is also dishwasher safe and has a wide mouth for easy cleaning. All this, while keeping your beverage however you like it — hot or cold — with double-wall vacuum insulation. For something a little bigger without going too far, go for an 18 oz. (532mL) Rambler, offering a little extra room for slightly more draining days. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. However, you may also have other legal rights in relation to faulty or misdescribed products. Nothing in these terms will affect your legal rights.A small amount of ice is not a good indicator of how well your ice chest can retain ice due to excess air space within the cooler. Excess air space hurts ice retention. To maximize ice retention, fill your cooler to the top with ice and products. In addition, if the ice chest starts out warm, a small amount of ice could initially melt faster in a YETI cooler than a thinner-walled cooler.
Very wide mouth that can fit ice cubes, water filters, or soup if necessary. YETI also has an “Over the Nose” technology on the lip so you can see inside and clean the bottle easily. If you need a bottle you can throw around and beat up, that will still love you and never leak, the YETI Rambler 36 Bottle might be the best one you’ll ever use. Especially if you love cold drinks and desire quantity. And don’t we all desire quantity with quality? The answer is yes. Always yes. Where to Buy YETI Rambler 36 You can find out more information about our products by selecting the product category you are interested in below. TUNDRA HOPPER RAMBLER PANGA LOADOUT CAMINO SILO
YONDER™
YETI offers this same bottle build in four different sizes. We prefer the 36 ounce size because it’s a decent amount of water and can be hauled around. A smaller bottle is perhaps too heavy and rugged for the amount of water. A huge, heavy duty cap that can fit three fingers for easy carrying. Much larger than most lids, adds to durability. YETI also offers the Rambler Bottle series in 18, 26, and 64 ounce capacities. All of these have a similar build. We prefer the 36 ounce version because it is the right amount of water for the weight. You must have used the product only as intended and in accordance with the product’s care instructions.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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